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To handle ubiquitous sensor data, we have been developing a geographical-
location-based P2P network called “Mill”. In a ubiquitous sensing environment,
data manipulation by users and sensing devices may have some characteristics.
For example, sensor data are constantly generated and users keep getting these
data in a particular region. When handling such an operation on existing over-
lay networks, relaying nodes have to process many queries issued by users. In
this paper, we discuss an implementation methodology of “Mill” considering
the characteristics of data manipulation. And we can also support event driven
behaviors and consider the feasibility of the deployment through the implemen-
tation based on HTTP. The performance of the implementation shows that one
Mill node can handle ten thousands users and sensing devices.

1. Introduction

Today’s sensing devices such as weather sensors, cars, and other devices have
become powerful. In addition, these devices have connectivity to the Internet and
equip positioning devices such as GPS sensors. It is expected that the number
of these devices keeps getting larger. In this environment, these sensing devices
can readily collect and provide information anywhere and anytime. We call this
environment ubiquitous sensing environment.

If we use a large number of information these devices provide, we can obtain
detailed and up-to-date information. And these huge data can be applied to lots
of applications. Gathering information based on the geographical location can be
efficient for environmental problems, educational material, bussinesses and our
daily lives. For example, if we could gather exact torrential rainfall information of
some region, this information would be useful for evacuation instructions. And
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if we could examine the distribution of the temperature, we would apply this
information to solve the problem of heat-island effect.

In a ubiquitous sensing environment, sensor data are generated anywhere and
anytime. To manage and provide a large numer of sensor data, we have been
deveploping a geographical location oriented overlay network called “Mill” 1).

In this paper, we discuss the implementation of “Mill”, which is suitable for
a ubiquitous sensing environment. In this environment, queries from users and
sensing devices have some characteristic patterns. In recent years, we have in-
stalled weather sensors and shared these information on the Live E! project 2). In
Live E! networks, almost all users constantly get weather information of the same
region, because users want to know weather conditions around their home, office
or other particular places. And sensors constantly generate weather data of the
same region, because all almost sensors are equipped on a particular location.

Mill provides a distributed environment based on the geographical location and
supports a multiscale region search by O(log N) hops. In addition, the number of
queries of users and sensors are minimazed by iterative routing in a Mill network.
Mill also supports an event driven mechanism on geographical overlay networks.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the require-
ments in a ubiquitous sensing environment. Section 3 shows the related work.
Section 4 and 5 present the mechanism of Mill and explain its implementation.
Section 6 describes evaluations of Mill’s implementation and shows how many
users and sensing devices Mill can handle. Finally, we summarize our contribu-
tion in Section 7.

2. Requirements for a Ubiquitous Sensing Environment

In a ubiquitous sensing environment, there are lots of devices including weather
sensors, web cameras and other sensor devices. To manage this huge number
of data, we have proposed an overlay network called “Mill”, which supports
“scalability”, “multiscale region search” and “fast search”. However, there are
several requirements that we have to cope with.
• handling the repetition of similar queries

Sensing devices such as weather sensors constantly generate data and users
need to constantly get these data to know the current status. For example,
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users check the current status of the temperature, the wind speed or other
weather information. On existing overlay networks, users need to search the
overlay network each time they want to get data. In this case, relaying nodes
should repeatedly pass the same or some similar queries from one node to
another. This operation wastes time and network resources.
If overlay networks could manage location of data and enable users to access
target sensor data directly, it is possible to reduce the almost all relaying
queries in overlay networks.
Systems managing ubiquitous sensors should consider the characteristics of
query patterns from users and sensing devices.

• supporting an event driven behavior
There is a requirement that users want to receive an alert message. For
example, users want to receive a message when it is starting to rain. To
realize these alert services, a polling method is useful, but it might waste
network resources. To save network resources, an event driven method is
required.
On existing overlay networks, users should install some special software to
get data from them. If some nodes pushing alert messages knew some users
information in advance, the special software would enable these users to re-
ceive alert messages when a particular event occurs. However, the setup cost
of installing special software restricts the number of users. Sensor data, such
as temperature and rainfall, are highly public data. In order to enable lots
of users to use such public sensor data, overlay networks should support an
event driven method without special software.

• considering the flexibility of system operation
In overlay networks, using some special software restricts the number of users
and makes the operation difficult. And in a ubiquitous sensing environment,
the number of sensing devices can get very large. To accommodate this
situation, overlay networks must consider the flexibility of system operation
which includes an easy installation, an easy operation and the flexibility for
user’s environments.

3. Related Work

Japan Automobile Research Institute (JARI) and WIDE project experimented
with IPcars (taxies have some sensors and connectivity to the Internet) 3). This
experiment showed that information provided from mobile devices is useful to
know detailed weather information. In this experiment, a client-server approach
was adopted. In the near future, it is expected that ubiquitous sensing envi-
ronment expand and the number of queries for location-related information will
much increase. Consequently servers will be much overloaded.

To decentralize information and queries, peer to peer (P2P) networks are widely
studied. Especially, P2P networks with distributed hash table (DHT) have been
proposed in lots of studies 4)–7). DHTs are scalable for the number of nodes and
support fast search. DHTs can process queries even if the network is continuously
changing. However, there is a serious disadvantage. DHTs support only exact-
match lookups because of adopting a hash function. If users search a range
consisting of consecutive IDs, lots of queries each whose the number is equal to
one of the numbers in the consecutive IDs should be processed. Therefore, the
exact-match mechanism is not suitable for searching a particular region.

SkipNet 8) is one of the structured peer-to-peer networks. SkipNet does not use
hashed-IDs but consecutive IDs. Using consecutive IDs, SkipNet support range
search on one dimension. Mercury 9) is a SkipNet based overlay network. Mercury
manages several overlay networks to support range search by several attributes.
For example there is one car, and this car has some attributes (color=#FFFFFF,
price=$30,000, weight=1,500 kg). SkipNet can only manage one attribute. On
the other hand, in a Mercury network users can search cars by color, price or
weight. However, Mercury can not process the query consisting of two or more
attributes at one time, because each attribute is independent from the others.
If a user searches a geographical square region in a Mercury network, he has to
search a large region, because a square region is determined by two attributes
(latitude and longitude).

There are several P2P networks considering the location. However, these P2P
networks have some defects in managing location-related information. GHT 10)

is a location based P2P network. This P2P network defines an area as a square
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region divided by latitude and longitude. GHT adopts a routing algorithm based
on GPSR 11). GHT supports region search. However the performance of the
search is not good and this network is not scalable.

In DHTs networks, a large number of queries are generated for region search
because of a hash function. In Mercury networks, users can search a particular
range on one dimension. However, users have to search a large region to get
information of a particular geographical region, because each attribute is inde-
pendent from others in Mercury networks. It is difficult to handle sensor data
based on the geographical location in these overlay networks.

In a GHT network, users can search a two-dimensional surface for target re-
gions. However, the performance of the search is low (O(

√
N)) and the fixed size

of the grid restrains a multiscale geographical search. Moreover GHT does neither
consider an event driven behavior nor the flexibility of the system operation.

4. Mill: A Geographical Location based P2P Network

Mill provides a distributed environment to handle sensor data. In a Mill net-
work, sensor data are managed based on the geographical location. Mill supports
a multiscale region search and the performance of search is O(log N). This section
introduces the mechanism of Mill and describes its implementation.

4.1 Overview
If we want to use a large number of sensor data, a P2P network system must

support a multiscale region search.
DHTs support only the exact-match queries because of adopting a hash func-

tion (e.g., SHA-1 12)). If we search a particular region, we should search all points
in the region. For example, if a DHT system expresses a region as 10 bits, we
should search 1024 points. Exact-match causes a large number of queries on the
search region.

In DHT based networks, each node is responsible for the management of a
part of the whole hash table. On the other hand, in a Mill network, each node
manages a part of the ID-space which is calculated by using “Z-ordering”, which
represents the square surface of the earth. This ID-space enables Mill to support
a multiscale region search.

As Fig. 1 shows, the architecture of Mill is similar to the DHTs, and it is a

Fig. 1 Architecture of Mill.

hierarchical structure. In a Mill network, if an application stores or searches
location-related information, the application just specifies the latitude (y) and
the longitude (x). The 2D-1D mapping layer converts x and y into a key-ID.
This layer corresponds to a hash function of DHTs. The lookup layer searches
a particular node based on this key-ID. In case that there are N nodes, a query
can be processed via O(log N) messages.

4.2 Z-ordering: Representing a 2D Surface as Consecutive IDs
Mill divides a two dimensional space into a grid cell by latitude and longitude.

A grid cell is a very tiny square region. If each grid cell is represented by a
64 bit-ID over the surface of the earth, the size of a grid cell is in the order of
the millimeter order. As Fig. 2 shows, we suppose that each cell is assigned a
4 bit identifier. Mill manages these IDs as one dimensional circular IDs, and each
Mill node is responsible for a portion of these circular IDs. The ID of each cell
is generated by alternating x-bit and y-bit. For example, if an x-bit is ‘00’ and
a y-bit is ‘11’, a cell ID is ‘0101’. This method is called “Z-ordering” 13). Hilbert
curve 14) is also one popular space filling curves. As Fig. 1 shows, Mill consists of
several layers, and Mill can exchange an algorithm of “1D-2D mapping layer”.
It is important for ID creation to rely not on hash functions like DHTs but on
space filling curves.

Here, the ID-space is very small, that is only 4-bits, to explain simply, however
in real use Mill’s ID space is represented by 64-bits. A particular region can be
expressed as a range between “Start-ID” and “End-ID”. For example, in Fig. 2 ID
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Fig. 2 2D-1D mapping method.

range (0, 0) corresponds to a square cell (region A), ID range (0, 3) corresponds
to the quarter of the whole square (region B), and ID range (0, 15) corresponds
to the whole square (region C). In fact, Mill expresses a particular square region
as a succession of cell IDs and can search some information by range of IDs at
one time. Mill searches location-related information by a few queries against an
arbitrary size of the region. Because of this feature, Mill can reduce the number
of search queries.

Here, we summarize the features of “Z-ordering”.
• locality of ID

– region search, load-balance
• consecutive ID

– reduce search queries
• create one-dimension ID

– simple management, fast & simple search
4.3 Join Protocol
Each node is responsible for the handling of a portion of the circular ID-space

extending from his own ID to the next node ID. And each node communicates
with two clockwise side nodes and two counterclockwise side nodes.

A new node joins Mill network by the following protocol. Figure 3 shows an
example of joining Mill network.

Fig. 3 Join protocol.

( 1 ) A new node is assigned an ID according to the geographical locations (lat-
itude and longitude). We define this ID as Node-ID. The new node knows
the IP-address of at least one node in advance. We call this node “initial
node”. And the new node sends Node-ID and IP-address to the initial node.
As Fig. 3 shows, the new node creates 12 as Node-ID from its geographical
location. After that, the new node sends Node-ID (12) and IP-address to
the initial node (Node-ID: 6).

( 2 ) The initial node sends this message to the clockwise side node, and the
clockwise side node sends this message in the same way. As several nodes
send the message repeatedly, finally this message reaches a particular node
which handles the ID-space including Node-ID. The initial node (Node-ID:
6) sends the message to the node (Node-ID: 8). And the node (Node-ID:
8) sends the message to the node (Node-ID: 9) which handles the ID-space
including the new node’s Node-ID (12).

( 3 ) The node which handles ID-space including Node-ID assigns a part of the
ID-space to the new node and reassigns his own ID-space. And this node
also informs the new node about Node-ID and the IP-addresses of neighbor
nodes. The node (Node-ID: 9) assigns the ID-space (12, 13) to the new node
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and informs the new node about Node-ID and the IP-addresses of neighbor
nodes (Node-ID: 8, 9, 14, 1). The node eventually (Node-ID: 9) reassigns
the ID-space (9, 10, 11) by itself.

( 4 ) The new node informs neighbor nodes about his own Node-ID and IP-
address. Then neighbor nodes update their routing table. The new node
(Node-ID: 12) informs neighbor nodes (Node-ID: 8, 14, 1) about his own
Node-ID and IP-address.

Through the above join protocol, the new node can be assigned a particular
ID-space and get to know neighbor nodes.

4.4 Leave Protocol
Each node constantly sends keep-alive messages to neighbor nodes on its rout-

ing table. If a link of a node is suddenly disconnected, a next node finds out the
disconnection by keep-alive messages, and the next node tries to recover the over-
lay network. A node leaves the Mill network by the following protocol. Figure 4
shows an example of leaving Mill network.
( 1 ) Each node is responsible for a part of the ID-space, and constantly sends

keep-alive messages to neighbor nodes. A node (Node-ID: 2) is responsible
for the ID-space from ID-2 to ID-5, and this node sends a keep-alive message
to a node (Node-ID: 6).

( 2 ) If some nodes disconnect from the Mill network, a neighbor node finds out
the disconnection by the absence of keep-alive message. The node (Node-
ID:2) finds out the disconnection of the node (Node-ID: 6) by the failure

Fig. 4 Leave protocol.

of keep-alive.
( 3 ) After detection of a disconnection, a next node tries to reconfigure its own

ID-space including the ID-space of the disconnected node. After reconfig-
uration of the ID-space of the node (Node-ID:2), this node is responsible
for the ID-space from ID-2 to ID-7. This ID-space includes the ID-space
which the node (Node-ID: 6) had.

If a link of a node is disconnected, Mill network recovers the ID-space of the
overlay network by itself through the above processes. If a node wants to leave,
the leaving process is simpler than the case where a sudden disconnection oc-
curs. Instead of a detection by the absence of keep-alive messages, the leaving
node sends a leave-message to the next node. After accepting the leave-message,
the next node reconfigures its ID-space as described in the second and third
operations above.

4.5 Routing Algorithm Based on Skiplist
The clockwise liner search is simple and easy to implement. However, the

clockwise liner search is not scalable, because a search query is sent through a
sequence of O(N) other nodes toward the destination. To reduce a search cost,
each node manages information of nodes which are power of two hops away, as
like 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 hops away. Figure 5 shows the process of creating a routing

Fig. 5 Operation for creating routing table.
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table.
( 1 ) After joining the Mill network, each node has routing information of neigh-

bor nodes. Node-A (star shape) has routing information of a node which
is two hops away (Node-B). First, Node-A communicates with Node-B to
get a routing information of a node which is 4 hops away (Node-C).

( 2 ) Secondly, Node-A communicates with Node-C to get a routing information
of a node which is 8 hops away (Node-D). Node-C can probably reply with
information of Node-D, because Node-C also adds routing information as
does Node-A.

( 3 ) Thirdly, Node-A communicates with Node-D to get a routing information of
a node which is 16 hops away. If Node-D does not have routing information
of a target node, Node-A tries to communicate with Node-D again, after a
while.

By repeating this operation, the size of a routing table becomes larger. Through
the above processes, the maximum size of a routing table is as much as O(log N).
This routing table is likely to have more entries for the closer nodes and fewer
entries for the distant nodes. This list structure is called “skip-list” 15).

This routing table reduces the search cost to O(log N). This routing table also
enhances the stability of a Mill network. A Mill network can recover itself to find
nodes alive by using this routing table even if several nodes are disconnected at
the same time.

The search method of Mill is similar to the one of Chord. Chord also adopts a
skip-list search. Mill creates a routing table based on the existence of nodes. On
the other hand, Chord creates a routing table based on the ID-space. In DHTs
networks, a system does not need to consider the density of nodes, because a hash
function assigns random IDs to nodes. On the contrary in real space, density of
nodes changes by the location. Mill responds to the difference of node density by
creating a routing table based on the existence of nodes. This routing table and
the separation method of ID-space in a Mill network is effective for load balance.

In a Mill network, each node is responsible for a part of the ID-space. The size
of IDs each node manages is determined by the distance between one node and
next node. In areas where the density of nodes is high, the distance between two
nodes is short. In such an area, lots of information is generated, however the size

of IDs each node has is small. The size of IDs is inversely proportional to the
density.

The amount of information each node has is not affected by the density of
nodes because of locality of Z-ordering. Every node manages almost the same
size of information, and load balance is realized in a Mill network.

On the other hand, in SkipNet and Mercury network, the load of nodes is
affected by the density of nodes, because each node has a random ID and should
be responsible to manage a part of the ID-space defined by this random ID. In
SkipNet and Mercury network, if the density of nodes is high, a particular node
needs intensively processing many queries.

Several previous works 16),17) construct an overlay network by adopting Z-
ordering and skip graphs. However, some nodes have to process much more
queries than others do, because the density of data or queries depends on a
portion of an overlay network and skip graphs can not control the unfairness.
And these previous works integrate several axes of attributes into one axis by
Z-ordering and can support multiple-attributes queries. However, all data are
not distributed equally in each attribute. Consequently this integration causes
another unfairness.

On a Mill network, each node has an ID related to the geographical location
(not random), and unlike the original skip list a routing table is created based on
the location of nodes (not the ID). Even on a real environment where the density
of data at each area is different, Mill can achieve load balancing by consider-
ing the location of nodes and data. In a ubiquitous sensing environment, data
management systems should support multiple- attributes queries. Mill resolves
an attribute of the geographical location on its overlay network and resolves
other attributes of queries by each node of Mill, in order to support multiple-
attributes queries. Even though queries should be processed by geographical
location at first, this restriction practically does not cause problems, because
queries of sensing devices and users are distributed by geographical locations.

5. An Implementation toward Characteristics of Ubiquitous Sensor
Data

To meet the requirements in Section 2, we implement Mill based on HTTP,
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because HTTP meets these requirements and additionally has some good features
for a ubiquitous sensing environments. This section describes the implementation
of Mill.

5.1 Handling the Repetition of Similar Queries
We have operated the Live E! network, in which weather information mainly is

managed 18). In this sensor network, users tend to search the same place to get
constantly current status of that place, since people are interested in the situation
of their home or office. In addition, sensing devices constantly measure data of
the same place, because most sensors are equipped on a particular location.
Consequently similar or same queries for uploading and downloading sensor data
are frequently generated. In this case, relaying nodes should pass many similar
or same queries from one node to another on an overlay network. This operation
wastes time and network resources.

To handle these queries, we adopt skiplist with iterative routing on our overlay
network. Figure 6 shows a process of iterative routing. Unlike recursive routing,
by using iterative routing, users communicate with several relaying nodes until
a query reaches upto a target node. After reaching a target node, users can
cache routing information (e.g., IP-address, ID-space) of the target node and
its neighbor nodes, because of features of skiplist. The routing table made by
skiplist enables a querying node to especially communicate with neighbor nodes
of a target node.

Figure 7 shows that users and sensing devices communicate with nodes of

Fig. 6 Iterative routing.

Mill. In a Mill network, sensor data are managed based on the geographical
location by nodes. Consequently, users constantly communicate with the same
node, if they want to know the current status of a particular region. Caching
information created by skiplist with iterative routing enables queries and sensor
data to dynamically being clustered in a particular local area, and nodes and
sensing devices can directly connect to a target node. In addition, this cache is
effective to search the adjacent area of the target node. And sensing devices also
directly upload data to the target node in the same way. A caching mechanism
by iterative routing optimizes the path of queries from users and sensing devices.
For this reason, the number of relayed queries can be significantly reduced.

Users or sensing devices communicate with nodes on a Mill network through
HTTP. HTTP is suitable for an iterative routing, because HTTP basically con-
sists of one request and one response. The request and the response correspond
to the query and the reply of an iterative routing. Users easily get sensor data on
a Mill network by some web browsers or other HTTP clients, without installing
any special software. In addition, iterative routing is efficient for avoiding per-
formance reduction caused by a time-out. Recursive routing is fast, but querying
clients can not know relaying nodes. For this reason, if time-out happens, a
querying node can not do anything. On the contrary, by using iterative routing,
clients can communicate with all relaying nodes. A querying node therefore can

Fig. 7 Mill network based on HTTP.
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find out nodes causing the time-out and change the routing path, by picking up
another node in its own routing table.

5.2 Supporting an Event Driven Behavior
There is a requirement that users often want to receive alert messages. For

example, they might want to receive a message when it is starting to rain or when
then temperature gets over 35 degrees Celsius. To realize these alert services a
polling method is useful, but this method might waste network resources. To
save network resources, an event driven method is required.

To realize an event driven method, we apply a data pushing mechanism called
“Comet” on an HTTP server. A server-side application does not respond to the
requests from client-side applications, and the connections between a server and
clients remain until the event occurs. When the event occurs, the server pushes
the data to the clients through the already-established connection.

On existing overlay networks, users should install some special software to get
data from overlay networks. This setup cost restricts the number of users. On a
Mill network, users easily can receive event driven messages as well as get sensor
data without installing any particular software.

5.3 Considering the Flexibility of System Operation
In a ubiquitous sensing environments, the number of sensing devices keeps

increasing. To adapt this situation, overlay networks must consider the flexibility
of system operation which includes easy installation, easy operation and the
flexibility for user’s environments.

To realize these requirements, we adopt HTTP as an underlying communication
protocol of “Mill”. Using HTTP, we can define services for responding to users
and sensing devices with URLs. Mill nodes have their own software version, and
URLs are managed by the software of Mill in each version. As the software of
Mill is upgraded, URLs basically increase with new services. Accessing to a node
of Mill, Users get lists of services (URLs) and their explanations with some web
browsers. If users want to receive some services, they just specify the URLs.
For this reason, users can receive services without any special software. HTTP
is one of the most popular protocol and its interconnectivity is high between
different sites. Adopting HTTP enables an easy operation of overlay networks.
In addition, we use lots of software assets for HTTP. For examples, SSL can be

used for encrypted communication and redundancy technology for web sites can
be used for improving the application availability of each node.

Moreover, adopting HTTP also provides flexibility for developer’s environ-
ments. For example, if we want to improve the performance of a database or
add new functions, we can easily exchange a RDBMS or write additional code.
The reason is that an interface is represented by a URL and URLs can be han-
dled independently from the internal implementation. In other words, the URL
hides the internal implementation of a software. For this reason, adopting HTTP
provides flexibility of the developer’s environment. However, it is a little difficult
to practically exchange databases, because the way of accessing data is different
on each system. We therefore implement an O/R mapper of Mill in order to
enable almost RDBMSs to be operable on a Mill network. Mill considering easy
installation, expandability and flexibility of development, and as the result Mill
provides flexibility of system operation.

6. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Mill. We have implemented
nodes of Mill by Perl. Table 1 shows the specification of the implementation
and the experimental environment. We measure the performance of downloading
data, uploading data and notifying of events. Figure 8 shows the environment
of evaluations. One node on the Mill network consisting of a total 10 nodes
processes lots of queries from sensing devices or users. Through this experiment,
we clarify the performance limitations.

As shown in the above section, Mill realizes localities of processing sensor data
besides the accessibility to the whole geographical region. On a Mill network,
some clusters related to particular local areas are dynamically created. One

Table 1 Specification of Mill node.

CPU AMD Opteron252 x 2
Memory DDR400 4GB

Hard Disk Ultra320 SCSI 10000 rpm 150GB
NIC Gigabit Ethernet (PCI-X)
OS Linux 2.6.17-10 (ubuntu 6.10)

Language Perl 5.8.8
Data Base SQLite 3.3.5
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Fig. 8 Environment of evaluations.

cluster consists of one Mill node and a large number of sensing devices and users,
and almost all communications are processed within each cluster. For this reason,
if we evaluate the performance of one Mill node, the performance of the whole of
Mill network is almost clarified.

We have evaluated the performance 1) of the routing algorithm, the messaging
cost and the robustness in a Mill network on HAKONIWA 19). HAKONIWA is a
traffic simulator on which lots of cars are moving around and generating sensor
data (e.g., velocity, direction) in a particular city (e.g., Nagoya, Tokyo). On this
environment being close to the real world, a Mill network consisting of thousands
of nodes is able to achieve its goals of logarithmic-hop routing, scalability and
robustness as an overlay network. In other words, we have evaluated the perfor-
mance of the overlay network (Mill) consisting of lots of nodes on the simulator.
This time we therefore implement nodes of Mill, and evaluate the performance
of one Mill node in order to clarify the performance of the whole of Mill network
in a real environment.

6.1 Downloading Sensor Data
We evaluate the performance of downloading data. As we describe in the

above section, users tend to get constantly sensor data of the same place. In
most cases, users directly communicate with target nodes. For this reason, we
evaluate performance limits of downloading data per node. The limitation of

Fig. 9 Downloading sensor data.

downloading performance at one node clarifies performance limits of the whole
Mill network.

Figure 9 shows the result of the downloading performance. The “response
time” means the time from when a user sends a query to a target node to when
the user receives the answer of the query. One “data” consists of ID of sensor,
sensor type, time when the data is generated, Mill-ID (made from latitude and
longitude) where data is generated and value of a sensor. The example format
(JSON) of one data is as follows. Users can get this data, if users access to URL
(http://192.168.0.1/get/data?last=1&sensor type=Pressure) of a target node as-
signed “192.168.0.1” as IP-address.

The size of one data is approximately 150 bytes.
{

"id":1,

"mill_id":"0xed01944ec1361d9e",

"sensor_type":"Pressure",

"time":"2007-09-24T11:06:44+09:00",

"value":"985.2"

}

In Fig. 9, “data-1” means that users get one sensor data per query. One Mill
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node can respond to approximately 320 queries per one second. And “data-10”
means that users get 10 sensor data per query. Then, one Mill node can respond
to approximately 300 queries per one second. This result shows that one Mill
node can process almost 9.3 times the amount of data traffic by merging sensor
data, compared with “data-1”.

As users attempt to get larger data, the performance of downloading data gets
better. On the contrary, response time gets worse and the efficacy also gets worse.
As Fig. 9 shows, “data-100” provides better performance, considering both the
downloaded data and the response time.

In the Live E! 2) network, weather sensors upload current data once a minute.
Therefore, if all users want to keep getting current 10 kinds of data, one Mill node
can handle 18,000 (= 3000(data/sec) ÷ 10(data) × 60(sec)) users on performance
limits.

Compared with other overlay networks, Mill reduces almost all relaying queries,
because users can directly access to nodes of Mill. If users get certain data on
a 1000-nodes network, the cost of search is approximately 10 hops on existing
overlay networks. The relaying cost is almost equal to the cost of getting data,
because the size of sensor data is very tiny. Mill improves the cost of search by
approximately 90% on a 1000-nodes network. This improvement is also efficient
if sensing devices upload data.

6.2 Uploading Sensor Data
First, we evaluate the performance of uploading data. Sensor devices directly

communicate with a target node, because almost all sensors are equipped on a
particular location. For this reason, we evaluate performance limits of uploading
data per node.

Figure 10 shows the result of the uploading performance. One “data” consists
of the ID, the Mill-ID, the sensor type, the time, and the value. Uploading clients
use the latitude and the longitude instead of the Mill-ID. As sensing devices
(uploading clients) put larger data, the performance of uploading gets better. In
addition, poor sensing devices can save their energy, uploading several data at
once.

However, “data-1000” is too large to improve the performance. In order to
upload sensor data, uploading clients have to register before uploading data.

Fig. 10 Uploading sensor data.

When a node of Mill receives sensor data from uploading clients, the node checks
the weather sensor data are sent by a registered sensor. This process of checking
data makes the performance worse.

Secondly, we optimize the format for uploading sensor data. And we com-
pare the performances of normal uploading and optimized uploading. Ordinary
weather sensors have some functions. For example, these sensors can measure the
temperature, the humidity, the pressure and several other items of the weather.
Aggregating sensor data sent from the same sensor device, nodes of Mill reduces
the number of verifications on sensor data.

Figure 11 shows the result of the comparison. The graph legend of “opti”
means that nodes of Mill can check data blocks at once by optimized format. As
the data becomes larger, the efficacy of optimization becomes better.

If a sensing device measures 10 kinds of data and send data to a node once per
minute, one Mill node can handle 13,000 (≈ 220(data/sec) × 60(sec) = 13200)
sensors on performance limits. If an uploading client aggregates 10 sensors, that
means sending 100 “data” to a node per minute, one Mill node can handle 52,000
(≈ 870(data/sec) × 60(sec) = 52200) sensors per node.

6.3 Event Driven Messages
Mill supports an event driven method by the mechanism of “Comet”. Here we
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Fig. 11 Efficacy of optimized format.

Fig. 12 Average response time.

evaluate the performance of the response time when a particular event occurs.
Figures 12, 13 shows the performance result if a Mill node handles concur-

rent connections. The “response time” means the time from when a particular
event occurs to when users receives the notification of the event. In these Fig-
ures, graph legend of “con” means that users connect to a Mill node and “res”
means that a Mill node responds to users. And “128” means that the maximal
value of “SOMAXCONN”. The legend of “1024” is also the maximal value of
“SOMAXCONN”. Unix operating systems defines the number of listen queue by

Fig. 13 Total response time.

Fig. 14 Example of event driven bevavior.

“SOMAXCONN”.
As Fig. 12 shows, the times of connection and response are almost constant

and it is milliseconds. As the number of concurrent connections becomes larger,
the total response time linearly becomes longer. Because Mill adopts an asyn-
chronous IO system at handling HTTP requests. Figure 13 shows that if the
number of concurrent connections is 1024, the response time is approximately 2
seconds. This result means that users can receive an alert message at least in 2
seconds. This response time is useful to lots of applications, which alert start of
a rain, exceeding 35 Celsius and others.

Figure 14 shows that a user receives an alert message of a rainfall by an
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ordinary web browser. Without installing any special software, users can easily
receive some services.

7. Concluding Remarks

In the ubiquitous sensing environment, sensing devices can measure lots of
kinds of data anywhere and anytime. To share these huge sensor data through the
Internet, we implement a geographical location based P2P network called “Mill”.
Mill provides a distributed environment based on the geographical location and
supports a multiscale region search by O(log N) messages.

Our implementation of “Mill” handles repetition of similar queries, supports
event driven behavior and considers flexibility of system operation in a ubiquitous
sensing environment. We adopt HTTP as a communication protocol and iterative
routing as a routing algorithm to realize the above three requirements.

The results of our evaluation show that one Mill node can handle more than
10,000 users and 10,000 sensing devices. If we can install Mill nodes on different
places on the Internet, we will be able to manage the huge amount of data in a
ubiquitous sensing environment.
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